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Appendix 2: Glossary of the items used to evaluate the four components of self-esteem.

Love of self

a. Complaints with regard to the activity: complaints that denigrate the artistic activity, art itself or denounce it all as imparting a 
feeling of worthlessness.

b. Involvement in the activity: the personal investment the person makes in the activity (the goodwill).

c. Duration of the activity: time spent by the person and related to his/her artistic intention in the sessions.

d. Attention by the gestures: bodily way in which the person is involved during the artistic activity.

e. Thyme (mood): thyme of the person during the session (mood on arrival not taken into account).

f. Involvement in the relationship: the availability and commitment that the person places in the relationship with the therapist.

g. Aesthetic intention (Art I/II): the letting go (raw art) that the person can have in his/her aesthetic intention (sophisticated art) 
[See note [1]].

h. Care brought to the production: the care/respect that the person takes during the realization of his/her own production.

i. Pride related to the production: pride physically shown (face and body) or verbally expressed.

Trust 

a. Somatic complaints: verbal complaints that serve as an excuse not to engage in the activity.

b. Doubts of his/her abilities: verbally expressed doubt such as “I have never been good at anything”.

c. Devalues his/her production: argument that devalues the artistic quality of the production.

d. Evokes past failures: the person relies on his/her past to justify his/her non-commitment.

e. Searches validation: the person requires the validation of the therapist with regard to his/her artistic choices.

f.	 Therapist	speech/credit:	the	person’s	confidence	in	the	arguments	of	the	therapist.

g.	 Expresses	feelings/emotions:	feelings	and	emotions	verbalized	according	to	the	level	of	confidence.

h. Shows curiosity: expressed curiosity that was most often verbalized during the activity (questions).

i.	 Verbalizes	his/her	self-confidence:	confidence	expressed	during	the	realization	of	the	production	(technical	aspects	most	
often).

Self-confidence

a. Verbal anxiety with regard to the activity: verbally expressed anxiety linked to the fear of embarking on the realization of a 
production.

b. Gestural anxiety during the activity: evolution during the session of repetitive gestures related to anxiety (body, hands, feet, 
etc.)

c. Attention related to the action: mental attention of the person to the activity and gesturally expressed.

d. Follows the instructions/rules: how the person responds to the technical instructions.

e. Takes technical initiatives: any technical choice made by the person (media choice, colours, shapes).

f. Use of tenses in speech: ratio of speech only related to the past in the tenses used for the total speech.
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g. Body attitude: rating of the person’s involvement through his/her body attitude.

h. Accomplishment (production): how the person realizes his/her production (quoted as “not performed” if the person stays 
passive and does nothing).

i. Projection with regard to the next session: the way the person is projecting into the activity.

Assertiveness

a. Overall autonomy: autonomy shown by the person during the session in his/her choices, most often technical.

b. Ability to make choices: how the person expresses or makes his/her technical choices (rapidity, argumentation).

c. Expresses his/her tastes: ability of the person to express what he/she likes.

d. Expresses his/her needs: ability of the person to express his/her needs - technical needs most often.

e.	 Expresses	his/her	difficulties:	ability	of	the	person	to	express	his/her	difficulties	-	technical	difficulties	most	often.

f. Self-evaluation of the production: ability of the person to criticize his/her production and to express his/her tastes.

g. Aesthetic pleasure: how the person shows the pleasure felt during the session (attitudes and verbal).

h. Smiles and laughs: smiles or laughs only related to the relationship and the activity and not to anxiety.

i. Oral communication: how the person expresses his/her embarrassment in exchanging views about the artistic activity.
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